
The Very Best Hair Brushes Of 2020 
 
Whether we like it or not, the way we present ourselves sends a message to the world about us. 
Being one of our more defining features, unkempt or messy hair may have you giving off the 
wrong impression. With what seems like endless hair brush types, how are you supposed to 
know which one is right for you and your hair? After all, the best hair brush to prevent breakage 
is fairly different from the best hair brush for thick hair. 
 
As always, the experts at Fuller Brush Company are here for you. From nylon to boar's hair, 
combs to clubs, we've compiled a concise-yet-comprehensive buying guide to help make 
choosing just a bit less confusing. 
 

Which Brush Is Right For My Hair? 
It's understandable why some people may be frustrated trying to choose a hairbrush that's best 
for them. Factors such as your own hair texture, it's condition, and how you want to style it can 
all play a part. There may be multiple options that benefit you, or you may get by great with just 
a comb, and that's before even getting into working with dry hair versus wet hair. 
 
A traditional paddle brush is an excellent choice for styling and smoothing pretty much all hair 
types. Its wide, flat surface provides exceptional smoothing results, yet still manages to preserve 
the natural pattern of curly and wavy hair. While recommended for a variety of hair types, 
people with thicker hair may want to opt for a brush with sturdier bristles such as nylon. 
 
Detangling brushes are great for smoothing longer wet or dry hair without risking breakage. 
Their spaced nylon bristles work well on a wide variety of hair types and textures, all without 
causing damage and pain, making it great for pretty much anyone looking to straighten longer 
hair. Just be sure your brush is rated safe for blow-drying if you're looking to do, as you risk 
melting the bristles if not. 
 
Combs are an exceptional choice for styling and detangling, for both men and women alike. 
They offer a quick and easy styling solution for those with shorter styles that require less 
maintenance. They also provide a detangling solution, leave-in treatment distributor, and overall 
styler for those with longer hair.  
 
Using the right products with your hair can make a world of difference in its overall health and 
presentation. You may want to consider purchasing a package featuring an array of options. 
That way, you can experiment with different brushes and styles to see what works best for you. 
 

Why Is The Fuller Brush Company Right For Me? 

https://fuller.com/products/styling-professional-hairbrush-mulberry
https://fuller.com/products/essentials-detangling-brush-glider-brush-for-styling-blowdrying
https://fuller.com/products/mens-classic-hair-comb
https://fuller.com/products/hair-care-gift-set-includes-classic-military-hairbrush-commander-mens-hairbrush-and-mens-classic-hair-comb


For over 110 years, the Fuller Brush Company has been proudly providing customers with the 
highest quality personal care products available. Known as one of the premier names in 
door-to-door sales, we are looking to meet you where you are through online ordering and 
direct-to-door shipping. We've consistently pushed the boundaries of innovation while retaining 
the core standards and principles that made us who we are.  
 
Our comprehensive online catalog features all of our latest innovations and offerings, including 
some of the highest quality hairbrushes available. We also offer a wide variety of personal care 
products for you and your family and various cleaning solutions. For those who don't enjoy 
ordering online, we always offer our timeless printed catalogs, as well as a robust network of 
over 300 dealers that proudly carry Fuller Brush products. 
 
At the Fuller Brush Company, old fashioned quality meets modern sustainability. The same 
products your parents and grandparents used are now here for you and your family. We've 
spent the last century working hard to deliver the best for your home, and we look forward to 
doing so for many years to come.  
 
 
 
 
 


